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1. 	Major .lentefor August and September
 
1. 	On August 25 there was a briefing session at the Office of Education
 
Vice-M4inister on the progress and effectiveness of the ]M)I
 
projects for the current year and on the draft CEDI's lon-term
 
plan (1978-1981) to be carried out after March 1978. This
 
session was attended by the directors# Office and bureaus of
 
Ministry of Education including the ducation Vice-Minister
 
as well as kf.ey qtaff members from JE, with much intereet
 
expressed in K0I's new educational systems
 
2. 	On several occasions there were discussions on the production
 
of middle school textbooks for use in the first semester of
 
the year of 1981 between the Bureau of Textbook Compilation,
 
tinistry of diuoation and IFDIs As a result, a mutual agreement
 
was reached in that KEDI would receive partial work assignments
 
for the production of 50 different kinds of student's textbooks
 
and teacher's guides respectively at the mieldle school level.
 
It is, therefore, expected that KE)I will soon be informed of
 
the measures to be taken by the Ministry for personnel
 
recruitment and budget accompanying the proposed projects
 
3. 	The 1Minir*.ry of Education informed KEDI of a total of 62 items
 
which were singed out as a result of ita inspection of KEDI'. projects
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which was conducted between June 24 and August 8, 1977. These
 
said items were of a very minor nature. KEDI's measures on
 
each of the items were prepared and submitted to Audit Control
 
Coordinator Office of the Ministry in September.
 
4. 	 Explanation of KMI's 1978 project budget size was given at the 
Economic Planning Board and the budget will be finalized at 
the National Assembly, whose regular session is scheduled to 
open in October. 
5. 	 Herr. Pro. Dr. Hans Hermann Oroothoff arrivLd in Seoul on 
September 26 to provide a month-long consultative services to 
XEDI on its EM project and overall activities. 
6. 	 KEDI provided training in educational research methods and 
techniques to 57 teachers of elementary and middle schools in 
Qyveongnam Province from 1 to 13 August to comply with the 
request from the board of education of the said province.
 
7. 	 A total of 33 trainees completed the training program for studio 
teachers and script writers which was offered at KEDI from
 
July 25 to August 13.
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8e 	 On August 29 KEDI celebrated the fifth anniversary of its founding 
at the auditorium with the participation of the entire personnel* 
In the ceromony held on this day, B staff members including 
Mr. Jin Seek Oh wore cited for their eminent service. There 
were also showings of ITV programs the out-door exhibition of 
photographs depicting KEDI'x brief history, the indoor exhibition
 
of KEDI's publications, and various sport games.
 
9. 	 Dr. Yung Du,- Lee, KEDI President, made a paper presentation on 
"Implementing and Managing Innovative Programs with Specific 
Reference to the Korean Elemontry and Middle School Project" 
in the XXIV World Aasomly of International Council on Education 
for To-cher (ICET)l which was hold in Lagos t Nigeria from 
July 30 to August 2, 1977 with the participation of an estimated 
200 delegates from among 75 countries. In addition, presented to 
the participants through slide programs were KEDI's activities 
relating to its instructional system, school management system 
and deve -Imcnt of teach i .jp-loarning materials. The Assembly 
was an annual forum for the disocusion of national and international
 
issues affecting educational policy and teacher education.
 
Following the ICET World Assembly, he proceeded with a visit to
 
Florida State University in relation to KEDI's EX project.
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10. 	 Dr. Be Io Shing Director of Researoh and Deve.opment Department 
participated in "Preparatory Meeting of &xports for the Fourth 
Regional Conference of iniotern of Education and Ministers 
Reeponoiblo for Economic Planning in Aiv apd Oeaniag" which 
wao held in Bangkok from 25 through 28 July, 1977 under the 
auspieeo of Unooco Regional Office for Education in Asia.
 
In the MeetinC ho preoented the country report on "Current
 
Educational Situation in Korea" - An Introtuction to Innovative
 
Undertakingo, Strategies for Fituro Development, Problems and
 
Issues.,"
 
11. 	 Dr. Kuk Bom Shin, Direotor of Educational Broadcasting Department
 
participated in "Experto Mooting for Co-production of Cultural
 
Educational Audio-Vinual Matorial in Aoia" which wau hold in
 
Tokyo from 23 to 27 Auguot 2977, and oponsored by Asian Oultural
 
Centre for Uneeoo Tokyo.
 
12. 	Dr. Chong Jao Leo, Senior Researcher participated in "Preparatory
 
Meeting for the Second Advanced-Level Workshop on Education
 
for fRural Dovolopment," which was hold in Tehoran t Iran in Auguot,
 
and oponnored by Uneaco Reglonal Office for Education in Asia,
 
Bant~kok.
 
13. 	 tien Jyo Sun Joong, broadoanting ntaff member left for the
 
Netherlando in Auu~it, to take a four-month training oourse
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(mid August-mid December, 1977) organized by Radio Nederland 
Training Centre (RNTC). The purpose cf the program is to 
train radio and TV program staff in creative aspects of the 
two media with jarticular regard to their use an audio visual 
aids in public educntion and information, and to instruct them 
in the deoign, the planning, writing and production of their 
own 	programs, 
14. 	 Publications Issued
 
* Handbook of Instructional Objectivep at Elementary Bohool
 
Lovel
 
-Oradeo 1 and 2 ­
* School Broadcasting Teacher's Ouldo
 
9 Study on Field Education$ No. 19
 
* 	 Sunrary Programs of Air and Correspondenoe School for the 
Second Semester of 1977 
A Study on Korean Sox-Role Perception and Development of 
A Compensatory Educational Program to Change Box-Bias 
a 1976 Annual Report in Korea 
e 

* 	 1977 KEDI trochure in Korean 
=II 	Newsletterp Vol. 6, Noe 3 and Noe 40 

15, 	 The following lists the visiting groups who were interested In 
and acquainted with KEDI'm activities in researoh, development 
and broadcasting projects, 
U. S, AA 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Gales, USAID/ and Mrs. Zelda 
Polonaky, teacher trainer, Los Angeles City Schools 
accompanied by Mr. Uhun Shik La, USAID/K (August 3) 
Republic of China
 
Mr. James Chi Sze
 
Professor, Department of Education
 
National Ctio ohi University
 
Taipei (August 24)
 
Bangladeshi
 
Krs. Saleha Khanam
 
Head Mistress 
Motijheel Government Girls High School 
Dacca (September 9) 
Participants in Sub-Regional Workshop on Curriculum Development 
Hosted 	by Korean National Comminuion for Uneso.a Seoul (August 8) 
Iran 
1* Mr. Mohammad Ali Paygami 
2. Dr. (Mrs*) Pasivish Nigamir
 
Nepal
 
I* r. Raghu Nath Bade Shrestha
 
Health 	Education Specialist
 
Curriculum 'sovolopment Centre 
Ministry of Education
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2. 	 Mrs. Pur&- Devi Thurathokey 
High school Vuoational Suprvisor 
Ministry of Education 
1 	 Mrao Chitra Tongkerd 
Curriculum Specialist 
National Curriculum Development Centre 
Ministry of Education 
2. 	 r. Satian Samutta-Papongve
 
Supervisor, Supervisory Unit
 
General Education Department 
Ministry of Eduation 
3. 	 Mr Wirat Narin 
Chief of Regional Supervisory Unit 
General Educational Departmeit
 
Ministry of Education 
4. 	 Dr. Thamrong Buasri
 
Unesoo Regional Office
 
for 	Education in Asia, Bangkok 
National Oroups 
14 A total of 17 principals of middle schools in gi. 
Cheon City led by re Seong Oo Kim supervisor of the 
City Education Office (August 29) 
2o 	 A total of 14 students from Oraduato bohool of 
htuoation, 0yeonghi University lod IW Prof. ong 
U Han (August 11) 
3. 	 A total of 180 students in throe groups from the 
m er school of Children's Center in Beoul 
(July 29,3o and August 3) 
m a 
II. Projeot Progress 
Major activities carried out for the current reporting period
 
are summarizod bolow.
 
Planningr and Coordination
 
The Miniotry of Education ir..ormed aI0 of a total of 62 item 
for correction au a result of its inspestion of IED!. projeots 
which wans conducted botween Juno 24 and August 8, 1977. These oingidivout 
items wore very miaor in naturo. KEDI's measures on each item were 
prepared and reported to the audit control coordinator of the 
Ministry in September* 
Explanation of MKDI'u 1978 project budget was given at the
 
Economio Planning Board# and the budget size will be finalised 
at the National Arjembly when it regular session opens in Ootobers
 
floscarch and Dovolopmont 
Aotivitieo concerning rooaroh and development are desoriboG on
 
the following aroan,
 
Oyptom Mxlel Doeveopmnt 
Concroto plan for the preparation of instructional process 
mWdelo and the dovolopment of inetruotional materials for use in 
the first and eoond gradeo wore formulated* 
0 9 
1 
Integration measuren to unify instructional system and school 
management system wore prepared, and there was the first internal 
discussion on the propoood moauuros. 
2. Development of Teoachin- Learninp, Material 
Toachorlo guides (M) (35 kinds) and learning guides (L) 
(16 kinds) for tho second semester of elementary sohool rades 
3 through 6 wore printed and dintiibuted to about 3,100 teachers 
and about 173,000 etudenits of 180 domonotration and researoh cooperative 
schools in the nation with wor?. continued to review the monitor 
results of the 'M() and Il for the let aemosto lq which had been collected 
from 62 school teachors, in an effort to revise dnd complement those 
materials.
 
Out of 78 kinds of ounmtive tout paper in all, 23 were distributedp 
and 18 ITV progrun soriptu wore prepared. Preparatory work was 
also in progress for itu analyoiD of oummative tout$ and under 
development wore matorials for the let somoster of 2nd grade which 
will be used in the 4th oomprehensive demonstration scheduled for 
the 1978 ochool year. 
3. 	 I p emnntntion of Third Comprehaennivo Romonotration 
The second intensive toaohor training program was conducted at 
demonstration ochools for two dayn each to utilize the nummer 
vacation. During thin training poriodg collooted were four kinds 
of basic data such an the apprehension test of teachers on KZDI'I 
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now eduoaticnal system, the questionnaire un ]KDIs in-ervioes 
teacher trainin- program and the results of mremtive test adainistered 
in the first semeator. 
4. Diffusion of Innovation 
To comply with the requeot from Oyeonnam Provincial Board of 
Eduoation, MDI provided traiin- in educational research methods 
and technique to 57 school toaohoru from the said province at X 
from AugLuot 1 to Au-uut 13, 1977. 
5* Teacher ?raining Pr==or.m 
Fild try-out was under way to verify the approphiatenese of 
teacher trainint; matorinle wid teacher trainin- program. With rearid 
to the field tryout, worka wore carried out in July to print 
materials, to prepare operation guidelines, evaluation items and 
research tanks. 
Contents of slides for use in teacher training were seleotedo 
and writing of elide soripto ccmmissioned was under way* 
6. IytLtern ).vlwtioj 
A rouport on the vnoond oapreheneive demonstration continued to 
be In print, and the preparation of soholnotio achievement test tools 
were in prot:resn for utse in the sixth grade. 
1411gatiowvl flroa~chntin 
Is frAtCastlnR!0P CMnQl 
Ratio progrAms for Auust and Ceptesber wore Impleomentod and 
sonitoro4, And the seventh and eighth monitor mestingo were hold at 
K04. 
1 
Fuoational Broadcasting 
Broadcastinp.Counoil
 
Radio programs for August and September were implemented and 
monitored, and the seventh and eighth monitor meetings were hold at 
KDI. 
Manusoripts of 257 radio programs for the summer vacation and 
'he second semester, and 80 TV programs (ITV and teacher training 
rrngrais) were take i into review. 
In connection Yith the development of program format# work 
was in progresa to process questionnaire data from 1,200 studerts 
of six elementary achools. 
Preliminary delhboration was conducted to seleot excellent 
ones from among programs produced by radio and TV production offioe. 
2. Proitram Planning.
 
In connection with educational broadcasting radio programs, 6,000 
copies of the teacher'- guide and 6,3O copies of the list showing 
radio programs by grade #aere issued and distributed to elementary 
schools scattered withir, the coverage of the radio W:oadoastinge 
The program list by grade was also distributed to individuals who 
had sent a letter request for it. 
The training program offered at EDI for studio teachers and
 
script writers resulted in nuooess 3 and the trainees who completed 
the full course totaled up to 33. A plan for overseas trainin; of 
X])I personnel in the broadcasting field was formulated and now It 
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is in the process of negotiation with pertinent agencies.
 
Students were selected to the number of 270 from among 135
 
,ilementary schools in the nation, and they were serving as MMI'u
 
educational broadcasting correspondent.
 
On the other hand, 524 video tapes of 3/4" were procured, special
 
radio programs for September and October were planned$ and a tentative
 
pla.n 	for transmitting of 7V program was formulated. 
In addition, a work on basic design of educational broadcasting
 
ciantents was completed. 
This'design# which is for radio programs
 
deealing with five subject matters and extra curricula activities
 
for 	six different grades, and TV programs concerning three subject
 
matters for three different grades, will be used, 
as basic data
 
in the program planning. Prepared were also 2,000 data cards and
 
statistics of materials lending.
 
3. 	 TV Production
 
The status of the, production of ITV and teLoher 
training programs 
etc. 	 is as followst 
No. 	 of Previous Total for Present Rate of
 
Program, Cumulative August Cumulative Completion
Plapned Total and September Total. (%)
 
1,140 f 446 	 j112 
 553 48.5 
4. 	 Radio Production 
The status of the ]production of radio program and IR programs 
is as follows: 
No. of Previous Total for Present Rate of
 
Programs Cumulative August andPlanned 	 amulati ve 'CompletionTotal September Total( )
 
3,360 2,257 .507 
 2,764 83.19 
W 13 . 
5. EnRineerin 
Two studio cameras ($122,624940) passed customs inspection and
 
work is under wav to install them. These cameras are part of the
 
first shipment lot of the additional studio equipment which arrived
 
at Inchon on June 25. Most of all the other studio and AV equipment 
arrived at Inchon by the end of September. 
Technical assistance was extended for TV program production in
 
the studio, and for location. Electronic-news gathering (EN)
 
system was employed in the location to improvedthe program quality..
 
V. Overseas Training and Coordination
 
Of eight members of XMfDI's research staff who have been sent
 
to the Florida State University this year to undergo training 
the
 
following four members returned to KEDI for the resumption of their
 
duties.
 
1. Mr. Jong Ha Hahn
 
2. Kr. Un RyO Chang
 
3. Chung Wha Suh 
4. Sooil Kim 
These four members of research staff completed the prescribed 
course of lone-term training. Mr. Tai Born Chung also returned to 
KEDI upon completing the long-term training program. 
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III. Personnel 
The status of personnel as of September 30, 1977 i. shown 
in the following list, and the figures in the parentheses are 
those from the proceding Report No. 39 
Research Staff------- - ------- - - - 80 (87) 
Department of Research and Development ----- 72 (79) 
Department of Education Broadcasting - -- - -- 6 (6) 
Office of Planning and Coordination ---- -- 2 (2) 
Technical Staff - -- ---- - --- - ---- - 59 (59) 
E- Projeot -----------.. ------ 40 (40) 
TOoM Project ....... 19 (19) 
BroadastingStaff ---------- -- 56 (58) 
M-Project -- --- -- -- --- --- --- 56 (58) 
Administrative Staff -------------- 53 (55) 
F&N Projeot ............. 
-.. 50 (51) 
CoM Project -.- . . .. - ( 4) 
BcJlled Workers - --- - - - ------- - - - 42 (42) 
Others - - - - - - - - - - -30 "28) 
Total 320(329) 
MMMM =OWN 
IV. Accounting 
The statement of disbursement of AID Rwnd was reported up 
to June 1977 on technical assistance and library procurement 
service-, under Contract MOE-FSU #1. 
Since the FSU's quarterly report covering the period 
from July onward has not come to hand the statement in our
 
preceding 39th report for May through July is provided in the
 
following Tables 1 and 2 for reference.
 
Table I* Disbursements by FSU for Technical tesistanoe under
 
Contract MO-FSU #1 
Category Budget Amount 
41/77-6/30/77 
Gumulat ive Amount 
4/1/73-6/30/77 
Salaries 195,574 3,365.74 193,200.06 
Travel 128,931 8,455.44 111,645.13 
Tuition & 115,525 9,069.45 92,571.95 
Stipends 
Other Direct 21,667 1,499.83 16,485.61 
Cost 
Overhead 62,046 1,018.54 61,146.87 
Total 523,743 23,709.00 475t049.62 
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Table 2. Disbursements by 131 for Library Prcouremnt Services 
under Contract MOE-FBU # 
Category Budet Amount Cumulative Amount 
Caegry 7/1/74-831/77 4/1/77-6/30/77 7/1/74-6/30/77 
Salaries ..420 40.64 4,665.37 
Materials 899240 32,492.86 70,653.27 
Equipment 5,000 -
Other Direot 2,000 87.57 485.75 
Overhead 2,047 17.20 1,777.56 
Total 103,707 312,638.27 77,601.95 
* Other Direct includes non-personnel costs of proouring the 
library materials and equipment, such an oommunications,
 
duplicating, and office supplies,
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UJtiliation of Local Currency 
The expenditure report on the utilization of local currenoy for 
the Korean Elementary-Middle School Pilot Project covers the period 
Auguat 1 through September 30 t 1977 
Category Amount Cumulative Amotiut 
8/1-9/30/77 1/1-9/30/77 
1.Peroon°a 	 98t564,036 387,873,940
 
2. Travel 	 1,716,055 7,6589027
 
3. 	Supplies, materials 61,820,740 153,318,485
 
and Printing stc
 
4o 	Fee. & Research 6,763378 279237t671
 
Contract
 
5o. Maintenanoe & Repair 1,319,614 	 6,171,405
 
6. Conference 	 227t900 1,292,250
 
7. 	Property 909513,973 143,273,004
 
8. 	Construction 0 0 
9. Payment of Loan 24,250,00 38,571,377
 
Interest
 
a* Subloan 0 29,631t507
 
be Local Bank Loan 0 0
 
c. AID Loan (AID) 0 8,939,870
 
Total 285,1759696 '765,396j159
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SBreakdown of Personnel Upenditure 
(1/1 through 9/30 1977) 
Department of Research and Development ---- 123999t386 
Department of ducational Broadoasting - - - 144,350810 
Administration Bureau ---- -- ------ - 09650144 
Offioe of Planniug & Coordination 28,558,600 
Toial 387o873,940
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V. Overseas Training and Coordination
 
Of eight members of KEDI'a researoh staff who were sent to 
the Florida Stats University this year to undergo training the
 
following four members returned to NMI for the resumption of
 
their duties.
 
1. Mr. Jong Ha Hahn 
2. Mr. Un Hyi Chang 
3. Mr. Chung Wha Sul 
4. Mr. Sooil Xim 
Mr. Tai Dor Chung "Asoreturned to KMCI upon oompleting the 
long-term training program. 
m Im 
VI. Procurement 
A. 	Library 
e Cumulative total of books received in previous months - - 3t729 
q Total books received from August through Septeaber 13 - - 19402 
* Cumulative total tbrough thi's reporting period - - -- 51131 
B. 	Equipment 
Of the first shipment lot of additional studio equipment which 
arrived in Inohon, two studio camera. passed custom. inspootion and 
work is now under way to install them* Mont of all the other 
studio and AV equipment arrived at Inohon ty the end of September. 
VII. Problem 
There are no particular problem. that need to be emphasised for 
the current reporting period except for the delay in the completion 
of the transmission station. 
VIII. PEI Chart 
The status of project activities aooomplished during the 
current report period is shown in the following PMT Charts 
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PERT PR0GR1E3 
Event No. Desoription 
Scheduled 
Time 
Item * Complete 
8/I-9 13/77 
CimuLative Item 3 
Complete from 
Inceotion to 9/13/77 
43. P TG M SURVEr REPORT TO 
CHANGE SEX-BIASED ATTITUDE IN 
KOREAN mIDDLz SCHOOL STuDE= 
4.2-4.31 10 100 
60. DATI FOR THE PREPARATION OF T 
3itD INTERIM REPORT ON ENTRANCE 
EXA. FOR HIGH SCHOOL COLLECTED. 
8.1 100 100 
61. A FIELD SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL 
HIGH SCHOOL STARTED. 
8.1 100 100 
62. COST-BEMW7T ANALYSIS OF VOCATIO-
aL HIGH SCHOOL STARTED. 
8.1 100 100 M 
63. PRINTING THE REPIRT ON E DPER;- 8.1 
TAL TREAT1ENT TO CHANGE S=-BIASED 
ATTITUDE IN KOREAN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
STUDENT STARTED. 
100 100 
64. WRITING TE FINAL QUARTERLY 8.1 100 100 
PROGRESSIVE REPORT STARTED, 
65- THE FINAL REPORT SUBMITTED 8.2-8.31 100 100 
66. 	 DATA COLLECTION FOR ME PEPARATION OF 

3RD INTRIX EORT ON !NTRAE EXZA. FOR
 
HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETED.
 
6T. 	 A FIELD SURVEY OF VOCATICOAL HIGH SCBiOL 

COIPLETIn.
 
70. 	 CST-B'IT ANALYSIS OF VOCATIONAL HIaH 
SCHOOL 	 COPLEE. 
91. 	 3D10L ON THE VALUE EDUCATION CONSTRUCTED. 
94. 	 HFMMICE SURVEY ON THE EDUCATIONAL XDEOLOG 
OF TI MIDDLE ACES COMPLETED. 
96. 	 RE MCE SURVEY ON M RECE1T EDUCATIONAL 
-IDEOLOGY STARI'ED. 
97. 	 CO nI!ST OF THE VALUE EDUCATION PROGRAM 

SELCIn AND CONSTRUCTIED.
 
99. 	 EVALUATIVE INSTRU?.WTS OF VALUE EDUCATION 
PROGRAM 	DEVELOPED.
 
100. 	 PREPARATION OF PM= MATERIALS ON THE 
VALUE EDUCATION PROGRA)M COMPLETED. 
102. 	 IEElMICE SURVEY ON UM RECENT EDUCATION1AL 
IDEOLOGY COMLETED. 
103, 	 REFERICE SURVEY ON TiE MEANING OF RECIM 
NATIONALISM ON Ml EDUCATIONAL IDEOLOGY 
STARTED. 
8.2.-9.30 
8.2-9.30 
8.2-10030 
5.1-5.30 
5.2-5.30 
6.1 
6.1-6o30 
7.1-7.30 
7-1-7.30 
6.2-6o31 
8.1 
60 60 
80 80 
50 50 
20 70 
0 0 
0 0 
50 50 
50 50 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
104. SLIDES OF T 
CONSTRUCmw. 
VALUE EDUCATION PIRMAJ( 
105. DATA PROCESSING 
STARTED. 
ON EDUCATIONAL EXPEDIT ES 
106. CCIPARATIVE STUDY OF SCHOOL SYSTEM C3I'LETED. 
107. RE'EMCE SURVEY ON THZ, WINING OF RECENT 
NATICOALISM4 ON TE EDUCATIONAL IDEOLOGY 
COMPLETED. 
108. ANALYSIS ON EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITJRES STARTED. 
lo9. SEMINAR ON SCHOOL SYSTM PREPARED. 
110. REFEMICE SURVEY 
IDEOLOGY STARTED. 
ON THE TODAY'S EDUCATIONAL 
111. PERI4ENTAL DESIGN ON 
P,OGRAM STARMD. 
THE VALUE EDUCATION 
112. ANALYSIS ON EDUCATIONAL EXPENDIJRES CO.1FIET . 
113. SVMiIAR ON SCHOOL SYSTEM HELD. 
114. REFERECE SUJ2VEY ON 
IDEOLOGY COMPLETED. 
THE MODE-RN EDUCATIONAL 
118. EXPERIIMNT ON THE VALUE 
COMP.LETED 
EDUCATION PROGRAM 
8.1-8.30 
7.2-8.30 
6.2-8.31 

8.2-8.31 

9.1 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1-9-15 
9.2-9.30 
9.2-9.30 
9-2-9030 
9.16-10.31 

0 0 
50 100 
20 90
 
0 0 
100 100 
100 100 
100 100 
0 0 
50 50 
50 50
 
0 0 
0 o 
153. 	 WRITINIG ITi CO . 1i.SIVE REPORT 0N WkU 
COPL=-. 
159. 	 SURVEY ON BASIC RESEARCH OR IW.107LM 
CU-RICULtD FINISIM. 
161. 	 COLLECMI," Ti 2ND DATA FOR EVALUATING ME 
3M) CO;PRtE".SIVE )10IS0ATIO FINISMM. 
164. 	 ME PREPORT ON BASIC P3EARCH FOR ]X)?OVIW 
CURRICULUM PU3ISEED 
203. 	 T.ACIMRS GUIDE FOR ITV & IR'PGRA3M FOR 
3.vD COMP. I. DISTRI UTED . 
204. 	 DEVMJO!MT OF P.II=E ATM.A&LS FOR 4TH 
Ccz:P. DE:. (FIST -- T, 2-6 GRAnES) 
STARTED. 
205. 	 DE7OPM;M'f£ OF TEACKRIE'S GJIDE FOR ITV & IR 
PRGRA FOR 4TH COUP. DE(. (FIRS SSTE 
2-6 GRADES) STL . 
206. 	 Tr & LG FOR 3RD CCk?. I .1. (3-6 GRADE) 
DISTRIBT. 
207. 	 ST OR 3.D COP. D3I. (SECOND SMESTE, 3-6 

GRADES) RETISM.
 
208. 	 CaTF=CE 0N XOI4ITo-RI M LD. (5TH) 
209. 	 ST FOR 3;D COXP. =ir. (SECoNT SEMESTER 
3-6 GRADE) DIS-IUTED. 
5.11,6.30 

6.1-8.2 

7.11-10.31 

8.21-11.20 

8 ."-q. 5 

8.10 
8.10 
8.6-8.1o 
8.2-8.31 
8.20 
9.1-9.20 
50 100
 
20 100
 
20 20
 
20 20
 
100 100
 
100 100
 
100 	 100
 
100 100
 
100 100
 
100 100
 
50 	 50
 
212. D)VEI,0PLFr OF 
479 CC3P. DM. 
TEACHERI'S GUIDE FOR 
(2-6 GRADES) COMLETED. 
213. M & LO MOR 3RD CORP. DE. (FIRST 
S .IE, 2ND GRADE) PROOF-REIAD BY 
SUBJECT MATTER SPECIALIST 
238. CONSULTATION 
COPLET. 
ON ITV & IP SCRIPT WRITING 
239. 13 SCRIPT FOR 
IMEVELOPD,. 
NOV3ER (3RD COXP. DE.) 
240. l SCRIPT FOR APRIL (4TH 
2-6 GRADES) DEVELOPED. 
COXG. D2(. 
241. 1R SCRIPT FOR DECE3aR 
DEVELOPED. 
(3RD COYP. DEM.) 
242. ITV SCRIPT FOR MAY (4TH 
2-6 GRADES) DEVELOPED. 
CO;?,. DEM. 
258. PLAN FOR IMNIORJ2G 
CO.PLETED. 
TV RECEPTION LEVEL 
259. flMSTALLATION OF 
SCHOOLS STAR'I!D. 
NV SET AT D11-:NmSTruTIcN 
261. DATA FOR 
(4TH) 
DE .ONsIRATIQ OPERATIn COLL=-=. 
262. "NTENSIVE 
(2ND) 
TEACR TRAINING CONDUCTEDo. 
8.10-10.30 
8.11-11.19 
8.5 
8.1-8.31 
8.1-8.31 
9.1-9.30 
9.1-9.30 
6.10 
7.1 
7.11-8.18 
5.21-8.30 
50 
50 
100 
100 
100 
50 
50 
0 
0 
100 
0 
50 
50 
100 
100 
100 
50 
50 cd 
0 
0 
100 
0 
263. PREPARATION FOR UTILIZING 
PROGR0MS IN DEMONSTRATION 
TV BROADCASTING 
SCHOOLS COMPLETED. 
264. 
265o. 
DATA FOR DDONSTRATION OPERATION COLLECTED. 
(5 H). 
FIELD SUPERVISION nt TEACHERS AT EACH 
SCHOOL CONDUCTE)o (2Ml)) 
299. TRY-OUT OF TRAILING MATERALS STARTED. 
300. GUIDEBOOK ON RADIO PROGRAIIS.F0R TEACHEP 
( ECOND SEMSM) PREPARE. (DRAFT) 
301. GUIDZBOOK ON 1RADIO PROGRAMS FOR 
(SECom SENEsim) coimwpy . 
TEACHER 
302. DATA FROM 
COLLECTED. 
TRYOUT OF TRAINING MATERIAL 
303. EVALUATIVE SEI-aNAR ON 
PROGRAM CONDUCTED. 
TEACHER TRAINING 
304. REVISION OF TRAIN-ING UMATERIALS STARTED. 
325. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDY FOR DEVELOPING 
INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL COMPLETED. 
326. DRAFT OF REVISED AIND INTEGRATED 
E3UCATIONAL SYSTf PREPARED. 
NEW 
327. INSTRUCTIONAL 
IDENTIFIED. 
STRATEGIES FOR LOWER GRADES 
6.11-8.30 
8.17-10.31 
9.1-10.30 
8.1 

8.11 
8.12-8.15 
8.2-8.30 
901-9.15 

9.16 
5.2-5.10 
3.31-5.20 
5.10-5.30 
0 
0 
50 
100 

100 
100 
100 
100 

100 
0 
20 
20 
0
 
0
 
50
 
100 
100 
100 
100 1 
100 
100 
30 
20 
20 
328. INSQTRUCTIONAL )ODEL FOR LOWER GRADES DESIGI). 5.31-6o3 20 20 
329. EXAMIATION, REVISION AN'D S1PPLIT0 
EDUCATICIAL SYTITE CO3LE. 
OF NEB 5.21-6.30 20 20 
330. DRAFT OF 
P.REAREDe 
MNSTRUCTIONAL ODMEL FOR LOWER GOADE 6.1-7.30 20 20 
331. DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL 
GRADES COMPLETED. 
ZODEL FOR LOWER 8.1-8.30 20 20 
332. DEMOPIENT 
INSTRUCTICN 
OF CUIDEL. 
SYSM Z FOR 
FOR DEVELOPING 
G'ERADES STARTED. 
9.1 0 0 
333. DEVELOP12NT OF ME ORI-UTATION 
1ST GRADER STARTED. 
PROGRAM FOR 5.1 0 0 
334. DEVELOPIENT OF TEACHING-LEARIMING 
LOLM GWADES STRTED. 
M.AiZERIALS FOR 9.1 0 0 
335. SYN1TESIS AND ITERATION OF hl EDUCATIONAL 
SYSTEM COMPLETED. 
7.1-10.30 0 0 
336e DEVELOPIfMT OF GUIDELINE FCR DEVIOPING 
IHSTRUCTIONAL 3Y375 FOR LOWER GRADES COMPLETED, 
9.2-11.30 0 0 
337o DETELOP1, T OF ThE ORIENTATION 
1ST GRADIM C014PLETED. 
PROGRAM FOR 9.2-11o30 0 0 
338. DEVELOPIENT OF TEACHING-LEARNING 
LOWER GRADES COMPLETED* 
MATERIALS FOR 9.2-11.30 0 0 
370. RESEARCH DATA FOM COOPEA±TIV.2. SCHOOL COLLECT D. 
(31RD) 
372. "STUDY CIX FIEW,) ,EUCATION NO. 19" PUBLISHED. 
373. SUPEWISION OF DEXONSTRATION TEACHS FOR RESEARCH 
SMDINAR AT SCHOOL CONDUCTID. (2ND) 
374. ZEDI ACADEIC SEIWR HELD. (7T ) 
375. STRATEIES FOR NATION-WIDE ]iPLEMITATICK 
376. PRWARATION OF RSEARCH 1WORTI AT M 
AIUAL NEETING OF "SSE" CO.PLET, 
377- iESEARCH DATA FROM, COOPERATIVE SCHOOLS COLLECED. (4TH) 
381. PRE2ARATICK FOR EDI INT=IE14 RESEARCH I1bPORT 
OF THE E PROJECT COMPLITED. 
383. "STUDY ON FIELD EDUCATION NO. 20" PUBLISHED. 
417. FILII1ING WITH CEPTA-TV START. 
421. FIUSING WI3E CEPTA-TV COMPLETED. 
424. ANALYSISING TM;ACTUAL SCHOOL DATA FOR DEVELOPING 
PROGRAMBI FORYIAT STARTE-. 
425o. FIL EDITING FOR CEPTA-TV PROGRAM STARTED. 
426. THE EIGHTH RADIO MONITOR COtICIL COUUCT. 
6.1-8.31 
7.1-8.31 
9.25 
9.1-9.30 
3.1-9.30 
4.11-9.30 
9.1-10.3 
6.1-10.31 
9.1-10.31 
6.1 
6.1-7.30 
8.1 
8.1 
8.30 
80 100 
50 
50 
100 
50 
50 
100 
50 
100 
100 100 
70 
50 
70 
50 
20 
100 
50 
50 
20 
10C 
50 
50 
0 
100 
0 
100 
427. 	 FILM EDITING FOR ClPTA-TV PROGMAUMhE COMPLETED. 
428. 	 TM SECOND TV MONITOR COUNCIL CONDUCTED. 
429. 	 AUDIO RECORDING FR CEPTA-TV PROGRAlMI STARTED. 
431o 	 ANALYZING TIM ACTUAL SCHOOL DATA FOR DEVELOP-
ING PROGRAME FOITMAT COMPLETED. 
432. 	 AUDIO MECORDING FnR CM'TA-TV PROG:MAME3 COIl'LE2--. 
435. 	 -CEPTA-TV PROGRAA1 C0!PLETED. 
504. 	 AEANGE T TE MATEMIALS LIBRARY STAIRT. 
505. 	 PUBLISHING TM2 RADIO 1-1GLISH TEACHING 
MATERIALS FOR TH SECOND SEST STARTED. 
506. M FIRST STUDIO TEACHEM iTfAINING CONDUCTED. 
507. 	 DISTRIBUTIG ML RADIO TEACHE.-l'S GUIDEBOOK FOR 
TME SECOND SMM;STX COMPLET. 
508. 	 PUBLISHING = RADIO IGLISH TEAC]'ING MAT"aIAL 
FOR TT, SECOND SEMSTER CONTINUED. 
509. 	 PUBLISHING T RADIO ENGLISH TEACHING MATEMIAL 
FOR TM; SECOND SEESTER COl.IPIfr=L . 
510. 	 DISTRIUTING TM RADIO 2GLISH TEACHING MATMRIAL 
FOR E SECOND SE,!e-i. 
5110 	 THE SECOND BROADCASING NU-MM TRAIING CONDUC-
TED. 
8.1-8.30 
9.1 
9.1 
8.1-9.30 
9-1-9.30 
2.1-10.1 
8.1 
8.1 
8.10 
7.1-8.10 
8.10 
8.10-8.30 
8.31 
9.10 
0 	 0 
100 100
 
0 0
 
0 0
 
0 	 0 
0 0
 
100 100
 
100 100
 
100 100
 
20 100
 
100 	 100
 
100 	 100
 
100 	 100
 
100 	 100
 
512. TV PROGRA2M PLAIN 
1978 STARTED. 
FOR T FIRST S.TST2 IN 
513. RADIO PROGMAIE PLANIG FOR 
IN 1977 ST RTMD. 
THE WINTM VACATION 
523- PUBLIL&ML ME RADIO IGLISH "'EACIfIG HATMITL 
FR01 '-MME-11 VACATIGI COYTINMhD. 
524. TV PROGRJIE PLANNNG 
1978 COJL-ED. 
FOR Ml-FIRST S3STER INI 
546. PRODUCING 'H1 17 SPECIAL PROGAME COMLED. 
547. THE 'ZlIRD 
COllDUC7M. 
COUCIL FOR TV P-OGRA,-:12E PAODUCIOTI 
550. PRODUCTIWG T ITV, TEACIMR TAIntIfG, 
AND SPECIAL P.-AOGWIKE.CopLED. 
SUPPORT 
568. 
570-
PERCHSING UL FOUMiTH PHOTCGRAPHIC 
XATERIALZ REQUMSTED. 
THE FOURTH POTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTION 
ACCEPTED. 
PRODUCICn 
YATEIALS 
582. PERCHASING MMHHOT-PRESS MAC:MIE REQUTED. 
586. ThE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPOSITION ,ACINEPERCHASED. 
587. THE HO-PRESS mACHINE PERCHASED. 
9.1 
9.15 
9.1-11.20 
9.1-12.10 

6.1-8.31 
7.1-9.30 
2.1-12.30 
7.20-8.20 

8.20-9.20 

1.31-3.10 

2.22-4.30 

3.10-5.30 
100 100 
100 100 
20 20 
20 20 
0 0 
100 100 
40 100 
50 100 
0 0 
0 0 
70 70 
0 0 
590. ICHASX 	 GOODSTHE CMt3GTION FOR ART-ROOX 
591. 	 PRODUC3IG ME ARTISTIC XAIALS COULEM. 
607. 	 CURTAIN SETTING Wo COPLEE. 
612. 	 M SLVMTH PERCHASE OF SET-ROK KATERIALS 
ABD PROPOER'rfl~. 
613. 	 ,M EIC1fI PERCEASE OF .-ROOM XARIALS 
AND PROFPMTI. 
624. 	 IR AID SUPPOW PROGRAIOM PRODUCTION FOR TIM 
FIRST SSTER IN 1977 CO.MLETED. 
625. 	 T AIR AND COMESPONDIJCE HIGH SCHOOL PROGRA,3 

PRODUCTION FOR M 3ECOD SM4STER II 1977
 
STARTED.
 
626. 	 RADIO SbPPORr PROGPA-UB PRODUCTION FOR T 
SECOND SXESM IN 1977 STL-tM. 
627. 	 RADIO PROGRAIO(E PRODUCTION FOR m. Surmm 
VACATION CC3PLSTED. 
628. 	 THE AIR A0D CORRESPCID 22CE HIGH SCHOOL PROCRAMKE 

PRODUCTION FOR TEE FIRST LS TE IN 1977
 
COMPSL°MD
 
629. 	 RADIO PROGRAME PRODUCTION FOR THE FIRST 
SEMM IN 1977 COMPLETED. 
2.28-9.30 
1.6-12.30 
4.5-5.20 
8o1-8.30 
9.1-9.31 
2.21-7.23 
8.16 
8.16 
7.1-8.30 
2.21-8.30 
2.21-9.1 
20 70
 
20 70
 
50 50
 
100 100
 
50 50
 
50 100
 
100 	 100
 
100 100
 
20 100
 
10 100
 
10 	 100
 
631. RADIO PROGRJO2 PRODUCTICS OP 1977 FOR THE 
SWOND BEES2 IN 1977 COJUMMr. 
632. PRO.'=TS OF RADIO PROGRA , P3DUCC2TO OFICE 
633. OPERTIO OP RADIO COTROL ROCK 
637. RMAT BROLDCAST1 AND VIDEO TAfl MORDI 
STARTEe. 
643 TV SETS O 
644. AxDITIOuL zunim-m ORD.T-. 
645. COriRACTINo FOR AUDIO VISUAL EUIT. 
646. CONSTRUC7IG M VDEO RECOrINOM OBILE 
STAR=T. 
647. P massioN To I;TALL x; ;in Fcz'sT 
T.-COM O3TAFE1. 
648. P CHAS lV IM FIRSZ i-AI.LN;G MA7-%ILS 
FOR BRODCAS-I;N UIP.T STA!=. 
651. TV TEST BROACASOSl CO;-,L=. 
653. TV BROADCASTDG NOZ:ALLY 0PZ'=. 
654. T FIRST E-TABLIS G*0 VIDO RECORDING 
UO3ILE C03?LP Z. 
655. ESTA3LISHfING PLAN OF TV SETS FOR MODEL SCHOOL 
STA. . 
8.16-12.31 
1.6-12.31 
1.6 
1.6 
1.10-3.1 
2.10-3.10 
2.22-3.10 
1.6-3.1O 
1.6-3.31 
1.6-5.1 
1.14-5.31 
6.1 
1.6-6.30 
1.10-7.1 
20 20 
30 80 
30 
50 
80 
100 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
30 
0 
0 
0 0 
656. ESTABLISHING PLAN OF TV SETS FOR MODEL 
SCHOOL CoMPLE1m. 
657. AUDIO VISUAL EQUIP iT ARID. 
658. TV SET PERCB-ASILG COLE =. 
659. ESTABLISHING 
STAR=. 
TV SET FOR IMDM1 SCHOOL 
660. PE-CHASING THE SECOND REAIfING yATEIALS 
FOR BROADCASTING EQUIPY)T STAR . 
661. ADDITIONAL BROADCASTING ErUIP.a? AlVE. 
662. AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPI-'lT CUST0O! CLEARANCED. 
663. PERCHASING T= SECO.ND REAII'I mATALS 
FOR BROADCASTING EQUIPMIT CO.'TLE-D. 
664. ESTABLISHING; 
COYPLETED. 
TV SET FOR ND 
686. PLAN FOR ACCzninG = TCO..! 
TCOM CO. ATr FOR PROVISIONAL 
MA IN1i -;ANCE E-TABLISM . 
692. MM CCNS.2?UCIO'T 
CO)IL=-. 
0 -'FOR--
693. ENLARGflG COISTRC7I0N 
"UILDING COLEIL . 
FOR 
SCHOOL 
Sr3-=- .- oM 
OP..A1ION & 
SUBSTATION 
ECThICIT 
7.1-8.30 
3.10-8.20 
3.1-8.30 
9.1 
7.1-9.1 
3,10-9,15 
8.20-9.15 
9.1-9.30 
9,1-10.1 
1.6-2.1 
3.1-4-15 
3.1-4.30 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
695. MiiXX TWSilS, i SUBSTATION AIM -,TRIC 
FACILITIES CO"T. 
696. POP TEST AMR TVOM SYTEM~ COWLfLTM. 
697. PLA FOR T-,' ACCEPTANCE OF TCO.SYSTDI AND 
PLaN POR TE ROVISICUAL O&3 COML0Z-r . 
698. NLCTRICITr cossUcTIGfo COmYLE± . 
699. THE 1ST SITE MMOMSTATION COWPL1. 
700. ACCEPTAICE OF -LVCX SYS7K An 
CO-OPRATION STAR TED 
]MI-fON 
7010 COUSMI.CTIOI FOR SITE SAFEFY PROTECTION 
FACILI,7= S TL2T. 
702. O0 FOR AEROSTAT AI.D MOOEIN. SYSTEr STARTE). 
703. O&N FOR TV & FiA T ASEETING SYSTEM STARTEM. 
704. 0&H FOR AIRBORM MA1MG. WATOR STAMED. 
7050. N FOR T&C SYSMTIS STAMM. 
706. O&X FOR TM SYST K SUPPORT EQUIPMJTS STIAD. 
707. CONSTRUCTIOll OF SAVET PROTECTION FACILITIFS 
COMPLETED. 
708. THE 210 QUA TrUJY 0&K CO0MLEE. 
3.1-5.15 
2.1-5.31 
2.1-5.31 
3.1-5.31 
3.1-5 .31 
2.1-6.1 
5.1-6.1 
661 
6.1 
6.1 
6.1 
6.1 
6.1-6 .30 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
709. -' 23 SITE rm r TIATICK STARD). 9.1 
710. ME I QUAEMY 00N CO3WLRT. 
711o. 2ND SITE IFI"?STATICE COLE. 
723. XNAAG1mT DIACOSIS MEQSIm o 
724. XANAGlM-M DIAGOSIS XDZERTW. 
726. mmGaNI OF TM OFICE E1SION STAR. 
727. A PIA=T PLAN FOR fM TRAININ HALL 
OFICIALLY APPROVE. 
728. DEIGNING OF TIM Pi"JECT OP ME TRAINING 
HALL COMLETE. 
729. ALTEATION IN T=,SHAPE AND NATURE OF M 
LAND APPL FOR 
730. MAItMMTT DIAIOSIS COLEo 
731. DESIG;fII OF TEL OFFICE EX USION COPILETED. 
733. ALTEATION IN '1 S:IAPE AND NATURE OP THE 
LAND OFFICIALLY AP 30VED. 
734. TIrL OPMIATION OF T ,MTLy P-ROCl BUS 
STARM~e 
735. CC1TRACT EV0 THE CON57UCTION WO!K OF TH 
TlAIfIN ' HALL :EMUES1n. 
9.1 
5-5-9.31 
9.1-10.31 
3.1-3.5 
3.5.-3.15 
1.6-3.15 
3.2-3.15 
3.15-3.20 
3.20-3.25 

3.15-3.30 

3.15-4.10 

3.25-4.25 
4.15-12.31 
4o15-4.20 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
100 
0 
0 
0 
0 
20 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
100 
0 
0 
-q
 
0
 
a
 
0
 
70 
0
 
736. 	 CONSTRUCTION WORK OF M L'AINING HALL 4.20-5.5 0 	 0 
STARnE. 
737-	 OFFICIAL APPROVAL OF UM OFFICE EXMSICK 4.10-5.15 0 0 
OBTAINED. 
738. 	 CONTRACT FOR SIE CONSTIUCTION WORK OF TEM 5.15-5.20 0 0 
OFFICE EXETESION EQUESTED. 
739. 	 CONSTRUCTION WORK OF OEFFICE EXTUISION 5.20-6.5 0 0 
D1DERTA 
740. 	 TRAININ' HALL DEDICATI. 5.6-8.15 0 0 
741. 	 CONSTRUCTION WORK OF O.-ICE EX-LIMSION COIPLETED. 6.5-8.15 0 	 0 
742. 	 PROJEC -SUPPORTIT AFFAIRS CO'ILETE). 
744. 	 WORK ON P2OJECI PROMESS REPORT STARTSM. 1.6 20 70 
745o 	 WORXINGC BUDGLT BY PROOECT FINALIZED. 1.6 20 70 
746. 	 KORK ON -H IPcOV!V-M47 IN ADMINISTRATIVE 1.6 30 80 
SYSTEM, TIM, REVISION OF RETXILATIONS, 
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINSTRATICN, A])
ARR Ma,.MI T CF HISTORICAL DATA ON KEDI 
STARTED. 
7471 	 11ORiI ON INSPECTION OF ACCOUNTS BY KEI 1,6 50 100 
ITSELF STARTED. 
748. 	 WORK ON TTE ISSUANCE OF PERIODICALS STARTED. 1.6 20 70 
749. WORK ON IMRATIO EXCEANaE WIT JOIMON 
INsTITuTOmS STA.­
750. LIBRARY OPERATION SWITLD. 
754. EIOCWSING OF BOOKS AND 
READINlr ROOM STARB. 
OP1A2TION OF T 
758. CITATION AND DISCIPLIARY PUNISH3JT 
STAFF MEBERS MOW D,). 
OF TI 
762. DAILY, IEaILAR AND 
ACCOOI? CONDUCT. 
QUARTLY INSPEC=TION OF 
807. THE SEVMTTH PCURE iT OF DO)STIC BOKS 
808. 
809. 
FOREIGN BOOKS ON 
PROJECT PROGRESS 
ORDER RECEIVE (7E LOT). 
IN AUGUST CIMCKED AND REPORD. 
810. KDI NEWSLETTR N0. 27 ISSUE. 
811 . THE T 
HELDe 
=NG OF BOOK SEI=TION COWLII7ED 
812. THE :DUFTYU]: OF =l GOVMRT CCMMIBUION 
FOR 1978 APPROVED BY T= GOVZIMT 
813. THE EIGHT TRAINING BASED 
ADMINSTATIVE RENOVATION 
ON T ' OV1nDT 
PROGRAM COIJUCED.. 
814. TEE -EIMMT PROCUREMENT OF DOXESTIC BOOKS KADE. 
1.6 
1.6 
1.5 
1.7-1.31 
1.7-12.30 
8.1-8.31 
8.1-8.31 
8.1-8.31 
7.1-8.30 
7.1-8.30 
9.1 
8.11-9.10 
9. 149.30 
20 70 
30 80 
30 80 
30 80 
30 80 
100 100 
100 100 
100 100 
100 100 
100 100 
100 100 
100 100 
0 0 
815. vvMGN BOOKS ON OERD- ECEIv (8M Lo?). 9.1-9.30 0 0 
816. GUIDI, MR PRI.a~flo ' P- ,JE, PLA. 9.2-9.30 0 0 
AND DRAFT' BUDT FM 1978 CO3XTI). 
817. P-ROJECT F. 'SIBMS III SE1PIE R CrE-:= ANM jo .3 50 50 
818. TE COVMLA" f CC 'RIBU1TIO! FOR TE FOURM 7.11-9.25 100 100 
FVUHTH QUA3T2= REZUSTM * 
820. T NFDW 121=0 BASE ON - 8.11-9.10 100 100 
AD)MSTRATI1 RM;ovArI o.n PROGRAM COiDUC=. 
821. THE NINIH P.ROCUR T OF DOMESTIC BOCKS XADL 9.1-9.30 0 0 
822. FOEGN BOOKS ON OHDM RWIV L9 m LOT). 9.1-9.30 0 0 
Appendix I
 
Major Five-Year' Projeots and Aohieveuto
 
1973-1917
 
m40=" 
I. Elementary and 	Xiddls School Development Project 
1) 	 Basic Research: A rumber of publications were issued including 
analytical research report on elementary and 
middle school curriculum. The list in provided 
in Appendix Ile
 
2) Research ,Development
 
(1) Work to establish the new educational system was completed. 
(2) Feasibility to implement the established educational system 
was -ifieds
 
(3) 	 Instruoti- il materials were developed fo' us in elementary 
schools as follows: 
Teahere' Learning 1 Test Tqols 
Ouides Guides 
141 	volumes 83 volumon 388 kinds 
3) 	 Demonstration of New Eluoational system
 
Demonstration let 2nd 3rd
 
Period September 1975- March 1976- March 1977-

February 1976 February 1917 February 1978 
No. 	 of 
participating 139 161 195
 
schools
 
Grades All subject All subject All subject 
& Subject matters for matters for matters for 
Matters 3rd and 5th 3rd, 4th and 3rd, 4th, 5th 
grades 	 5th grades and 6th grades 
Mo. 	of 25o000 100,000 180,000 
Studints 
- 41­
(1) 	 In-service teacher training and publicity activities 
Participants in the trainings Approx. 59700 teachers 
Publicity material. issued and distribu-ed 5L1 issues 
of 4 different kinds. 
(2) 	 Research seminar conducteds 25 national and international 
seminars 
4) Results of the Pnd Comprehensive Demonstration 
(1) Comparison of scholastic achievement of demonstration 
school students and that of control school students 
(Average scores in all subject matters) 
Orade 3 	 4 5 
Demonstration 72.2 points 69.0 points 71.8 points
 
Groups 	 in the 
Nation
 
Control Groups 63.0 points 58.9 points 58.e5 points
 
in the Nation
 
(2) Diminution of the gap between scholastic achievement of 
urban students and that of rural students 
80 1 80 80 
75 75 -- 75-­
70 70 70 
*--65-65 	 6dr# 
__ 
55 	 55[- 55 
50 50 -
Large City Rural Large City Rural Large City Rural 
City Azea City Area City Area 
(Grade 3) (Grade 4) (Grade 5) 
Legendi Demonstration Groups ..... Control Groups 
-42 ­
(3) 	 Basic structure for extensive diffusion of now eduoational 
system 
o Over one demonstration-researoh cooperative school in 
each local office of education across the country is 
in operation. 
(4) 	 Learning attitude c.d degree of self-oonfidence of 
students underwent affirmative changes* 
(5) 	 Interest in educational innovation by teachers and 
supervisors was heightened. 
2. 	 Educational Broadcasting Project 
1) Dedication of DMuoational Broadcasting Station Buildings 
August 31, 1975 
2) Uiport of studio equipments Installation work was completed on 
February 20, 1976
 
3) Produotion and broadcast of educational programs
 
(1) 	 1,145 TV programs were produoed. 
(2) 	 12,818 radio programs were produced and broadcast 
throughout the nation through the KBS(Korean Broadcasting 
8ystem) network9 
(3) 	 4,900 radio programs for the air and correspondence high 
school were produced and broadcast throughout the nation 
on the networks of KDS, (Nunhwa TV-Radio Broadcasting 
Oorporation) and M (Christian Broadcasting System in I1ores). 
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(4) 	 Support was given to Shinan County Efduoational Broadoasting 
Station. 64 of the educational broadcasting volume by 
Shinsa County or 40 programs per week were provided to be 
broadcast for schools on the islands located off the 
southwestern coast. 
4) 	Support was given to schools of various levels and to BS
 
in their TV program production and recording. These programs 
totalled 857. 
5) 14 TV programs were exchanged on an international basis 
covering aspects of Korean life and the Saemaul Movement.
 
6) Training of broadcasting staff
 
" Overseas training in U.S.A., Australia, Singapore and
 
Japan: 28 staff members
 
" Intra-organizational training, 46 staff members
 
3. 	 Other basic research projects undertaken$ 
1) 	 Research on the 3rd and 4th five-year educational plans for 
submission of their reports to the Ministry of Education 
(MOE) (1974-1976) 
2) 	 Research on counter-measures to college entrance repeater'e 
problems for oubmisuion of report to 1O(1977) 
3) Research on measures for promoting industrial arts education 
in 	middle schools (1974-1976)
 
4) 	 Research on population education (Continuing project since 1973N 
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5) 	 Research on Korean sex-role pKroepton and development of
 
compensatory educational program to change sex-bias
 
attitude (1976-1977)
 
6) 	 Development of 50 different middle school textbooks (Continuing 
projeot started in 1977)
 
7)Research on Saeaul Education (1973- 977)
 
8) Evaluation research on high school equalisation polioy
 
(1977-1978) 
9) Research on measures for improving teacher training system
 
for submission of report to OE(1973)
 
10) 	 Air and correspondence education system and curriculum were 
developed with programs broadcasted for 45 schools in the 
nation (209000 etUdents)p and 60 volumes of textbooks were 
developed. (C,.nttnuing project since 1974) 
11) Survey on educational expenditure investment (Continuing 
project started in 1977) 
12) Administration of scholastic achievement tests t eleaentarj 
and middle schools (1975) 
13) International oonferencel Korean educational development 
project (1974) 
14) 	 Asian regional .onfereaaet APEID preparatory meeting on science 
education (19,15) 
1s) 	International seminar on r~luoational communication (1975) 
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16) 	 Asian regional workshops High-Level Personnel ]kohang
 
Workshop on Curriculum Development (1976)
 
4. 	 Future Plan 
1) To assume exclusively, for the Ministry of Nuoation, researoh 
and development functions in elementary, middle and high 
school ourrioulum from the school year of 1978 
(1) 	 T%,establish educational ideal and goals. 
(2) 	 To develop currioulum. 
(3) To develop textbooks and instructional materials*
 
2) Pursuance of nationwide expansion of the new educational system
 
(1) To give priority for implementation to schools in rural 
areas and islands. 
(2) To operate on an intencive scale the demonstration program
 
at the level of local offioes of education under seoial oities 
and provinces 
(3) 	 To endeavor for demonstration schools to be officially 
the Ministry of Eduoation-designated research schools* 
(4) 	To have the new educational system reflected in
 
pro-servioe and in-servio teacher training program*
 
(5) 	 To effect diffusion of developed Instructional materials 
and their utilization in tie school. 
3) 	 Remearoh activities strengthened to embody the govornental
 
educational policies on the following areaso
 
(1) High school equalisati~n 
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(2) 	 Effeotiveness of educational expenditure investment 
(3) 	 Projects in the educational sector of the Wh five-year 
economic development plan 
(4) High school entrance examination system
 
(5) 	 Teacher traininc eyotem 
(6) Ouidanco in students' cournes 
(7) Nino-year compulsory education system 
(8) Educational consuo 
(9) Survey on public and private educational expenditures 
(10) Survey on standardization of educational conditions 
4) 	around tranominuion network inutallatior project
 
* Annual oxpansion of ground tr.nomitoion network oxoluuive 
for educational broadcanting (3 yearst 1978-1980)
 
* 	 To carry forward a project oonocrnint: inotallation of 
electrical facilities at cohools of vorioun levels and the 
increase of the number of radio and TV noto for educational
 
broadcasting.
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Appendix II
 
List of Publioations
 
1973-1977
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List of Publication 
Research ReDorte
 
1 Toward A New Instructional Systemi Sumnary Report of the First 
Small-Scale fryout, 1973 (in Korean and English) 
2. Current Status and Problems in Teacher ]Uuoation for Korean 
Elementary Schools, Oct. 1973 (inKorean with the abstract in 
English) 
3a An Application of the KEDI Instructional Bystem Model to Science 
Teaohing in a Kiddle School, Feb. 1974 (inKorean with the 
Summary in English) 
4. 	 An Exploratory Study of the Key Variables for the Diffusion of 
Eduoational Innovations, Dec. 1973 (in Korean with the resume 
in English) 
5. 	 Perceptual Orientations of Sohool Teachers and Students in 
Teacher Training Institutions, Deo 1973 (in Korean with the 
abstract in English) 
6e 	 A Study on the New Community ]Uuoation Aotivitiesm Its Status
 
and Relationship to Some Variables, Deoe 1973 (in Korean with
 
the sumary in English)
 
7. 	 Supi.emontary Revision of the Eduoationnl Development Plan 
(1972-76), Jul. 1974 (inKorean) 
8 	An Application of a New Instructional Model Sum7ary Report of 
the Second Small-Soale Tryout of the KIDI Instruction Bstemq 
Mar. 1974 (inKorean and English) 
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9. 	 Teaoher's Guide for Population Educatiop in Soolal Studies
 
of Grade 1st, 2nd and 3rd in Elementary Sohool, Nov. 1974
 
(in Korean and English)
 
10. 	 Curriculum Development for Population Eduoations Social Studies 
in Elementary and Middle Sohools t Nov. 1974 (in Korean and
 
English)
 
11. 	 Development of Individually Assseed Skill Learning Model and 
Related Instructional Materials for the Improvement of Industrial 
Arts Program in the Middle Schools, Dec. 1973 (in Korean with 
the abstract in English) 
12. 	 An Experimental Research on the Effect of Inquiry Toaohing An 
Application of the KEDI General Instructional System Model to 
the Inquiry Teaching in Social Studies, Aug. 1974 (in Korean 
with 	the abstract in English)
 
13. 	 A Feasibility Study of the Individually Assessed Skill Learning 
Model in the Korean Middle Schoolq Jul. 1974 (in Korean with 
the 	abstract in English)
 
14. 	A Field 3urvey of the Potential Demonstration School@ for
 
the Large Scale Tryout, Oct. 1974 (in Korean)
 
15o 	 Population Lbnamioe and Eduoational Planning (seminar ProoediNP)l 
Sept. 1974 (in Korean with the abstract in English)
 
16o 	 A Preliminary Study for Developing the Instruotional Prooodure 
Nodel and Oriintation Program for the Primary Grade Dec. 1974 
(in Korean) 
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17. 	 The Strategies for Implementation of New CommunittT Education 
Programmes, Dec. 1974 (in Korean with the sumarY in English) 
18. 	 Currioulum Development for Population Education in Elementary, 
Middle and High Schools, Mar. 1975 (in Korean and English) 
19. 	 Approaches to Curriculum Organization for Population EWucation,
 
Mar. 	 1975 (in Korean and English) 
Report of the Third20. 	An Application of a New Educational 9ystems 
kmall-Soale Tryout of the KEDI Eduoational Systemp hr. 1975 
(in Korean and English) 
21. 	 1974 National Assessment of Students Achievement Progressi 
Elementary and Middle Schools, Deo. 1974 (ir Korean) 
22. 	 A Study on the Curriculum and Instruction Materials for Population 
Education in Elementary and Middle Sohoolso Summary Report of 
she Small-Soale Tryout, Nov. 1975 'in Korean and English) 
23. 	 A Field Survey for the Development of School Management System 
of Elementary and Middle Schools, Mar. 1975 (in Korean) 
24. 	 Towards Improvement of the New Community Education for Rural 
Development: Centered Around Nonformal Education Aotivities# 
Dec. 	1975 (in Korean with the Summary in English)
 
25. 	Survey on the Industrial Arts and Home Economics Eduoation in
 
Middle 3chools, Dec. 1975 (in Korean with the Sumary and
 
problcms in English)
 
26o 	 Study on the Development of the Industrial Arts Curriculum for 
Middle Sohools, 1975 
-.5lm.
 
27. 	 Study on the Development of the Home Economics Curriculum for 
Middle School., 1975 
28. 	 Determinants for Recurrent Expenditures and Economic Scale in 
Private Secondary School Operation, 1978
 
29. 	 A Study on tho Curriculum and Instruction Materials for Population 
Education in High Schools, Dec. 1975 (in Korean) 
30. 	 An Analytioal Study of the Baseline Data (students Achievement) 
for Pay-Off Evaluation of the Elementary Middle School Development 
Project (EMP), Feb. 1916 (inKorean with the summary and conolusions 
in Eglieh) 
31. 	 A Preliminary Study on the Development of Thits of Basic Mcill., 
Ma, 1976 (inKoroan with the abstract in Elglieh) 
32. 	An Application of a New Educational Eyotem - Report of the 
Fourth Small - Scale Tryout of the KEDI Educational gystem 
1975 (in Korean and English) 
33. 	 Exemplary Lexarning Unite for Population Education@ MVy. 1976 
(inEglish) 
34. 	 Educational Sector Plan of the 4th Economic Development Plant 
1977-1981, 1976 (in Korean) 
35. 	 The Koroan People's Consoiouuness of National Identity, 1976 
(inKorean) 
36o An Application of a Now ducational 8ystems Report of the 
First Comprehunsive Demonstration of the KEDI Educational
 
oystemp Dec. 1976 (in Korean with the summary in )Wi1sh)
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37. 	 A Survey on the Aotual Condition of thd Air & Correspondenoe
 
High School, 1976 (in Korean)
 
38. 	 Design on Jesou-co aterial Development for Population Itucationg 
1976 	(inKorean and Ecglieh)
 
39. 	 Population Analyein for Population Eduoationg 1976
 
(in Korean and Enliah)
 
40. 	Population lIcreane and 3ooial Dovelopment, 1976
 
(in Korean and Enjliah)
 
41. 	 Population Change and Eoonomio Development@ 1976 
(inKorean and Fglioh) 
42. 	 Population Growth and Maragement of Thvirot~ent# 1976 
(inKorean and Ec1nliuli) 
43. 	 Fluily Life aud katerial/Child Health, 1976 
(inKorean and D glioh) 
44. 	 Reproduotion in Jlumn Population, 1976 
(in Korean anl E&glinh) 
45. 	 Findinge on Demonntrat A of PopulAt4on 1duoation in lomentar7 
and Lloondary 3ohooln, 1976 (inKorean and English) 
46. 	 Ourvey on Population Ccnnoiouunowns of Studentm 0 and Tvaohers o 
in Elomentury nd Secondary Bohoole, 1976 (inKorean and Jnglish) 
47. 	 ObJective laboration of Population Eduoation Instruotion, 
1977 (in MnIilinh) 
48. 	 A (tudy on the Studenta' Attitueu toward the National Refmrental 
Decber 1976 (in Korean with the abstraot in Ingimsh) 
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49. 	The Principles of Attitude Change, December 1976 (in Korean) 
50. 	 Preliminary Study on Curriculum for Teaoher ]kuoation December 
1976 (in Korean with the abstract in English) 
51. 	 Effect of ITV on Learning and Attitude, December 1976 
(in Korean) 
52. 	Toward a New Educational System Development for the Riddle
 
School: Report of the lot Small-Soale Tryout of the ]3DI 
Inetruotional System, December 1976 (in Korean with the 
abstract in English) 
53. 	 Opinion Survey on Field Implementation of the Now luoational 
System, January 197( (inKorean with the abstraot In Baglimh) 
54. 	A Study on the Model Development of New Textbooks A Development
 
of Social Studies Textbcok in Elementary School, February 1971
 
(in Korean)
 
55. 	 A Study for Struaturalization of Sooial Studies Curriculum In 
Elementary and Middle School, Rhroh 1977 (in Korean) 
1. 	Explorations in the Goals of Korean Eucation 1973 (in Korean) 
2. 	 Cases of Educational Innovation in Korea, 1973 (in Kore with 
the resume in English) 
3. 	 ]Cxplorations in the Bduoational Policy for ktional Unllcation 
of Korea, dAOV. 1973 (in Korean) 
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4. 	Saemaeul Education:' Theory and Practice, Dec. 1973 (in Korean)
 
5, 	Theoretical Background on the Diffusion of Eduoational Innovationsl 
Dec. 1973 (in Korean) 
6. 	Historical Background of the National Education Charter, DMbe 1974
 
(in Korean)
 
7. 	 The True Image of Korean People, Aug. 1974 
8. 	Problems in Education for National Identity, November 1976
 
(in Korean)
 
9. 	 Handboo* of Instructional Objectives at Elementary School Level
 
(All grades), 1977
 
10. 	 Towards the Realization of Educational Ideals, 1975 (in Korean)
 
11 	 Role and Task of Education for National Identity& Seminar
 
Report t June 1976 (in Korean)
 
12. 	 Towards Innovation of 'he Educational System in Korea,
 
Nov. 1975
 
Research Data
 
1. 	Korean Publicationst Educational Polioy and Administration - An
 
Annotated Bibliography, ay 1973 (in Kore&)
 
2o Korean Publications: Teachers and Naoher Education - An
 
Annotated Bibliography, May 1973
 
39 	 The Family Planning Programs and the Improvement of Eduoational
 
Quality in KorJa# Oct. 1973 (in Korean with the rAmary in
 
Eglish)
 
4. 	Basic Statistics for Educational Plannings The Series of BUio 
Data for Educational Development Plan (1977-81), Aug. 1975 (in 
Korean) 
5. 	 The Draft of In-service Teacher Training Program. for the 
Qualification of Elementary and Middle Sot ool Teachere, December 
1974 (in Korean) 
6. 	 Educational Innovations in Korea, June 1975 (inKorean) 
7. 	 Educational Broadcasting Research publications: An Annotated 
Bibliography, December 1976 (inKorean) 
8. 	 Sohool Management Memorandum: Workshop Report, December 1976 
(in 	Korean)
 
9. 	 Field Studies on Implementation of the New Educational System, 
January 1977 (in Korean' 
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o Instruo ional Materials Develognent 
As Elementary School 
1e Teachers' Guide and Students Learning Guide for the let Small 
Scale Tryout (4weeks for the 3rd Grade, Mathemtion and 
Soienoe), May, 1973. 
2. 	 Teaoher's Guide and Students Learning Guide for the 2nd Ball 
Scale Tryout (4 weeks for the 2nd Grade, oral Eu, t National 
Lanugae and Kathematios) Nov., 1973. 
3. 	 Teacher's Guide and Student's Learning Guide for the 3rd Small 
Scale Tryout (8 weeks for the 3rd Grad e# All Subjeot) 
Oct., 1974 
4. 	 Teacher's Guide and Student's Learning Guide for the 4th
 
Small Scale Tryout (the lst Semester of the 5th Grade, All
 
Subjects) May., 1975.
 
5. 	 Teacher's Ouide, Guide to the Instructing using Broadcast Programs, 
Student's Learning Guide and 8umative Tent for the lot 
Comprehensive Demonstration (2nd Semester of the 3rd and 5th 
Grades All Subjects) Aug., 1975. 
6. 	 Teacher's Ouide, quide to the Instruction using Broadcast Progras, 
Studente Learning Guide and Buative Test for the 2nd 
Comprehensive Demonntration(lut and 2nd semeter of the third 
through the fifth grades, All Subjeots, ar. 1976. 
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7. Teacher'a Ouide, Guide to the inbtskrotion using Broadcast 
Programs, Student's Learning Guide and Suinstive Test for 
the 3rd Comprehensive Demonstration (lot and 2nd Semester of 
the third through sixth Grade, All subjects) Maroh, 1977. 
8. Instructional Materials for Inquiring Study of Elementary School 
Science Teacher's Guide and Student's Workbook of Science 
(lot and 2nd Semester of the first through sixth Grade) 
1976 
Be 	Middle School 
1. 	 Teacher's Guide, Students Learning Guide and Buemative 
Test for the lot Small Scale Tryout (4 weeks for the lot 
Grade, Science and English) Aug., 1976. 
2. 	Instructional Material for the Industrial Arts of Middle 
Sohool Teacher'e Ouide, Student's Learning Guide, Studnat's 
Worksheet and Students Self-Evaluation miet, (the first 
through third Grade, Industrial Arts)* 1973 
o 	 Population and Environment Mucation Prgieots 
I. 	 Curriculum Development for Population 1uoationo Social 
Studies in Elementary and Middle Schools (Research Report 
NO. 	10), Nov. 1974
 
2. 	 Curriculum Development for Population Rtuoation (Research 
Report No* 18), Naroh 1975 
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3. Approaches to Curriculum Organization for Population Blucation 
(Research Report No. 19), Maroh 1975 
4. 	 A Study on the Curriculum and Instructional Materials for
 
Population Education in Elementary and Middle Sohoolss
 
Findings out of the 1ot Experimental Tryout -in Elementary
 
and Middle Schools (Research Report Noe 22), Nov. 1975
 
5. 	 A Study on the Curriculum and Instructional Materials for 
Population Education in High Sohools Findings out of the 
lot Experimental Tryout in High School (Research Report No, 29), 
Deo. 1975 
6. 	 Exemplary Learning Units for Population ducation (Research
 
Report No. 33), May 1976
 
79 Design on Resource' Material Developmont for Population
 
Eduoation (Research Report No. 38), July, 1976
 
8o 	Populate.on Analysis for Population Education (Researoh Report
 
No. 39)e Sep. 1976
 
9. 	 Population Increase and Social Devolopment (Research Report
 
No. 40), Sep. 1976
 
10. 	 Population Change and Economic Development (Research Report 
Noe 41), Sep. 1976 
11 	 Population Growth and Management of Divironment (Research Report 
No. 42), Sep. 1976 
12. 	 Family Lite and aternal/Child Health (Research Report Noe 43)v 
Sep. 1976 
13. 	 Reproduction in Human Population (Rs;,;roh Report No. 44), 
sep. 	 1976
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14. 	 Findings on Demonstration of Popultion ducation in 
Elementary and Secondary Schools (Research Report Noe 45)0 
Dec. 1976 
15. A Survey on Population Consciousness of Students and Toherst 
in Elementary and Secondary Schools (Research Report No* 46), 
Dec. 	1976
 
16. 	Objective Elaboration of Population Xuoation in Elementary 
and Secondary Schools (Research Report Noe 47), Jan, 1977 
17. 	 Draft on Population Education Curriculum in Elementary and 
Secondary Schools, Fob. 	1977
 
18. 	 Teacher's and Learner's Guides for Populption Education
 
Instruction in Elementary, Middle And High Schools for 
duration of Nov. 1975 to Jan. 1977
 
School Level Grade Subject Remarks
 
lot, 	 2nd Social Studies 
3rd
 
Elemen ary
 
school 4th, 5th Korean History, Social rorean History
 
6th Studies, Arithmetiot involved in
 
Natural Science, 5th, and 6th
 
Practical Arts,
 
Physical Education
 
Kiddle lt, 2nd Korean History, World Korean History 
School 3rd H1istory, Geography, involved in 
Civics, Xathematios, 2nd and 3rd
 
Science, Physical gradep
 
Education, Home
 
Economics 
High 	 Korean History, World No olansifica-
School 	 History, Politics and tion by grade
 
Economics, Society and
 
Culture t Korean 0oo­
graphy, Hluman Oeography, 
Mathematics, iologyq
 
Physical Education,
 
Home Economics
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199 	 Audio Visual Materials: slides
 
1) Table 41 outs 3) Figure 317 outs
 
2) Diagram 75 cuts 4) Picture 332 outs
 
Curricul Specifioation 
1. 	 9 kinds of Curriculum Specification# 1974 
Moral Eduoation, Korean language, Arithmatios, Sooial-Btudyt 
Science, Physical Education, Fine Arte, Music,
 
Practical Arts
 
2. 	 6 kinds of Curriculum Specification, 1975 
Korean Language, Korean History Social-Study, Nathematios@ 
Science, English. 
Teoher PraininR aterials 
1. Construction Teaohniques of Testing Iteis, 1974 
2. Construction Techniques of Programed Instructional Mterials 
It 1974
 
3. Construction Techniques of Programed Instructional Natelals
 
11, 1974
 
4. Curriculumi Theory, Practice and ]valuation, 1974 
5. 	 Theory aad Practice of Educational Evaluation, 1974 
6. Theory and Practice of Instructional TV, 1974
 
7* Construction Techniques of ITV Script I, 1974
 
8. Construction Toohniques of ITY Soript 119 1974 
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9. 	 Learning and Instruction, 1974 
10o 	 Instructional Design ()e 1974 
11. 	 Instructional Design (II)s 1974 
12. 	 Explanation and manual operation about the KEDI Instructional 
Proceso Model (lst) for Small Scale Try-out, 1973 
13. 	 Explanation and Manual Operation about the XMI Instructional 
Prooeee Model (2nd), 1973 
14. 	 Teacher's handbook for IEDI's New Eiucational System
 
(lst Den.), for Comprehensive Demonstration, 1975
 
15. 	Teacher's handbook for KEDI's New Educational System (2nd. Dome) 
for Comprehensive Demonstration1 1976 
16. 	 Teaoherl handbook for KEDI's New Educational System
 
(3rd. De.) for Comprehensive Demonstration, 1977
 
Other Research Reports 
1* Demand and Supply plan for the primary Middle Schools 
Teachers (1972-86) Sep. 19729 by Kim Yoon Taei Xoo Barkionge 
Chang On Hfyo 
2o 	 Study on the training System of Primary School Teaher., 1973t 
by Chung Lee, Hanggi Wang, and lkmgkyu Kin. 
3. 	 A Study on the Experiment Practice System of Vocational 
High Sohool, June, 1974 by Kim Jae aam and Chung Jin Hwmn 
4. 	 A Study on the Standard Faoilities and Dquipments for Skill 
Honor System, 1974t by Soho Shin, KoeyHark Lee and 
Jeung Kun Lee 
ON62. 
5. 	 Measures for Improving Teacher Trining Sytem, 1975 1W 
Kuk Born Shin, Hark Bong Kool Suk Min Change and Jungbok Lee. 
6. 	 Study on the Conoept of Latent Curriculum 1975 by Won Shik 
Chungg 
7. 	 Analysis of Vocaburary on the Primary Textbooks, 1975t 
by Sang Gum Lee. 
8. 	 Study on Capabilities of the First Student of the Air and 
Correspondance High Schools, 1976 by Kifyung Hong and 
others. 
Eduational IroadcaBting Materials
 
A. 	 Radio Broadcasting Materials for Primary School* 
1. 	 Teacher's Guide tor Eduoational Broadcasting Radio
 
Program for the first Semester# Feb., 1974.
 
2. 	 Teacher's Guide for Educational Broadcasting Radio
 
Program for the Second Semester, Aug.t 1974
 
3. 	 Teacher't Guide for Educational Broadcaeting Radio
 
Program for the first Sereterp Feb., 1975
 
4. 	 Teacher's Guido for Educational Brosdoasting
 
Radio Program for the Second Semesterl Aug.,1975
 
5. 	 Teacher's Guide for Educational Broadoasting
 
Radio Program for the first Semesters Feb.* 1976
 
6. 	 Teachor'n Guide for Educational Broadcasting
 
Radio Program for the Second Somesterg Aug*, 1976
 
7. 	 Teacher's Guide for Educational Broadcasting
 
Radio Program for the first semester, Fb., 1977
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B. 	High School -of the Air and Correspondence 
1* Development and Printing of Radio-Instruction Guide Book 
for 	1st Semester, 1974 (let Grade)
 
2. 	 Development and Printing of Radio-Instruotion Guide Book 
for 2nd Semester, 1974 (let Grade) 
3. 	 Deqelopment and Printing of Radio-Inetruction Guide Book 
for let Semester, 1975 (One Volume for lot and 2nd Grades) 
4. 	 Development and Printing of Radio-Instruction Guide Book 
for 2nd Semester, 1975 (One Volume for 1st and 2nd Grades) 
5. Development add Printing of Radio-Instruction Guide Book 
for 1st Semester, 1976 (Seperate Volumes for iat, 2nd and 
3rd Grades) 
6. 	 Development and Printing of Hadio-Inotruction Guide Book 
for 2nd Semester, 1976 (1st, 2nd and 3rd Grades) 
7e 	 Development and Printing of Radio-Inetruction Guide Book 
for lt Semester, 1977 (lot@ 2nd and 3rd Grades) 
Textbooks of the Air and Corrospondence High School
 
As let Grade 
lo Compilation and printing of textbooks for lit and 2nd 
semesters, 1974 Korean Lanugago, Bnglishg Mathematice, Musio, 
Fine Arta, Physical Education, Technical Education(male), 
Technical Pducation(female), Industrial Arts, Biology, 
Geography$ xtra Aotivitioe t Oeneral Social Scienoes, Ethios 
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2. 	 Revision, Compilation and printing qf textbooks for lst 
semester, 1975 (Other textbooks except revised ones were 
reprinted.) Korean Language, Ethics, Politics and Eoonomios, 
Chines 
3. 	 Revision, Compilation and printing of textbooks for 2nd 
semester, 1975 (Other textbooks except revised ones were 
reprinted.) 
Ethics, Technical Eduoation (male) 
B. 	 2nd Grade 
1. 	 Compiation and printing of textbooke for lit seester, 
1975 Korean Language, Englisht Mathematioms German, World 
History, Physical Geography, Physics, Chinee, Music, 
Physical Eduoation, Dome3tio Econoey Basic Technic@ 
2. 	 Complation and printing of textbooks for 2nd semester, 1975 
Korean Language I, Korean Language U, Englishr Natheatics* 
Fine Arts, Physics, Basic Technic@ 
3. 	 Reprinting of textbooks for let and 2nd semesters t 1976. 
4. 	 Reprinting of textbooks for lot semester, 1977. 
0. 	3rd Orade 
1 	 Compilation and printing of textbooks for lot semptor#1976 
Korean Language, Mathematics I, Englishp Chemistry t Korean 
Language of Past Age, Ge,an, National History, Society and 
Cultures Qoograp1'j III Physical Eduoation t lndustry(aale)o 
Oommerce(male), Domestic Eoonomy (Female), Chinese U 
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2. 	 Compilation and printing of textbooks for 2nd nemeter 1976 
Korean Language, Mathematics I, Englishq Chemistryl, Korman 
Language of Past Age 
3. 	 Reprinting of textbooks for lot semester, 1977. 
Periodicals
 
1. 	KEDI Newsletter:
 
Series No. 1-28, April 1972-November 1977
 
2. 	 Study on Field Educationt 
Series No. 1-21, August 1974 - December 1977 
3. 	 The Journal of Korean Fduoation: 
Series 	No. 1-6, June 1974-December 1977
 
4. 	 Korean Educational Development (in magliah): 
Series No. 1-4# January 1975-December 1977 
5. 	 Current Contents of Fbreign Journalso 
Series No. 1-5, January 1977-October 1977 
Publicity Materials
 
A. Brochures 
(Korean ]dition) 
1. 	 XDDIi 1972; 1974; 1974-1975; 1976; 1977 
2. 	 KEDI Broadcasting Studiot 1975 
3. 	 Air & Correspondence High Sohoola 1977 
(ft 	lis 10ition) 
1. X011! 19731 1974-1975; 1975; 19761 1977
 
Population and Ehvironment Educationi 1977
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B. Annual Reports 
1. Korean Bditioni 1972-74; 1974-751 1976 
2. English Edition: 1972-741 1974-75, 1976 
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